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Minutes of: NaSFA AGM 2016 Held:  24th August 2016 

Agenda:  

14:10  Start 

14:30  Constitution 

14:40  NaSFA-RAG Conference Agreement 

14:50 Committee elections 

15:30 Conference Host elections  

16:00 End AGM 

Present 

NaSFA 

Dave Charles (DC) 

James Wurr (JW) 

RAGs 

Anglia Ruskin  

Bangor 

Bath 

Bishop Grosseteste 

Bristol 

Brunel 

Cambridge 

Cardiff  

Carnival (Birmingham) 

Cumbria 

Exeter 

FXU RAD 

GKT RAG (KCLSU) 

Hertfordshire 

Huddersfield 

Hull 

Kent 

Leeds Beckett 

Leeds 

Liverpool Guild 

London South Bank 

Loughborough 

LSESU 

Manchester 

Middlesex 

Newcastle 

Northumbria 

Oxford 

Plymouth 

Portsmouth 

Queen Mary 

Reading 

Sheffield 

Sheffield Hallam 

Solent 

Southampton 

St. Andrews 

SUBU 

UEA 

UWE 

Warwick 

York 

Wolverhampton 

Apologies  

Amy Horner (NaSFA) 

Chris Wall (NaSFA) 
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Welcome, introductions and update 

DC outline history of NaSFA (can be found on slides from AGM) and explained relationship 

with NUS. 

JW outline key activities under the strategy <can be found on slides from AGM >  

Accountability questions 

Sheffield RAG – how were the groupings decided for the new regional positions? 

DC – We spoke to people to research. Wanted equal groupings. In the future the regions can 

be expanded or changed. We did research things.  

Sheffield RAG – didn’t feel consulted and didn’t complete the survey.  

NaSFA Constitution 
JW delegated Chair position to DC as JW wished to speak for the Constitution  
 
First speech for Constitution from JW: 

First Constitution, key things – membership of NaSFA by institution (as students’ union). No 
membership fee.  
 

Speech against offered – no one wanted to speak against.  
 

Question:  
Amanda (FXU): please explain membership by institution – ensure that FXU would be a 
separate member.  

JW: Confirmed this was fine.  
 
Alex Lusty (York): Requested clarification on term limits – is this in the election protocol or in 

the Constitution  
 

Proposed amendment “Term limit- no more than 2 years and have to be elected for 2nd year”  
 
Amendment vote: 

For: 40 
Against: 0 
Abstain: 2  

 
Vote on Constitution with amendment:  

For: 42 
Against: 0 
Abstain: 0  
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NaSFA- RAG Conf Agreement 
DC: speaking for the proposal – most of what is in the document already happens, it’s just 

about formalising the process.  
 

Questions 
Will (Cambridge): NaSFA committee will act as representative voice of RAGs. – What could 
NaSFA actually do about it?  

 
DC: communication between RAGs and conference hosts. Not about NaSFA takeover of RAG 
Conference.  

 
Alex (York): What form would the ‘monthly reports’ (from RAG Conference team to NaSFA) 

be in?  
DC: could be formal, could be in email, hopefully in person.  
 

JW: Invited amendments. No amends.  
 
For: 40 

Against: 0 
Abst: 2  

 

NaSFA Committee 
There are eight positions on the NaSFA Committee that were up for election at the AGM:  

1. Chair 

2. Marketing & Communications Officer 

3. Training & Partnerships Officer 

4. Representative for the North & Scotland 

5. Representative for the Midlands 

6. Representative for London 

7. Representative for the South East 

8. Representative for the South West & Wales 

 
All will be elected in separate elections under the alternative vote system where candidates 

are ranked in order of preference and votes reallocated until a candidate receives over 50% 

of the vote. An individual may only run for a maximum of one of these roles.  

  

Two people from each institution can be on the committee, however more than two people 

from an institution can run in the election. The elections are counted in the order they are 

listed above, once two individuals are elected from one institution, any other candidate from 

that institution in subsequent counts will have their votes redistributed. 

 

The following principles govern the election and membership of the committee: 

- Committee members must be either a current student or sabbatical officer at a UK 

College or University 

- Committee members can only serve a total of two years on the committee (whether 

consecutive or separate), but will have to be re-elected in order to serve a second year 
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- Only students and sabbatical officers of UK Colleges or Universities are eligible to vote 

for committee members 

- One vote per institution present at RAG conference 

 

The election will be counted after the AGM on Wednesday 24th August and if there are no 

problems with the election, we will announce the result at the Student Fundraising Awards 

ceremony.  

 

Each candidate had 1 minute to give a speech, and there was an opportunity for questions 
from the floor. Answers to questions are summarised.  
 

Training & Partnerships  
Elliya Gemili  Loughborough RAG 

Jamie Smith  Anglia Ruskin  
Ruth Wilkinson Kent 
 

Jamie withdrew from the election 
 
Questions  

Peter (Exeter): How would you get funding?  
Ruth – regional days will help. Should explore funding with NUS and with charities.  

Elliya – big businesses and charities. We’re working for charities.  
 
Johnathon (Southbank): What training do you think you’ll be able to provide?  

Elliya: Amazing training place, with employability section. Learn from them and input into 
NaSFA 
Ruth: I know 2 charity grad schemes – invite them in (Charity Works and Worthwhile) – they 

can offer good advice.  
 

Marketing & Communications  
Rosie Heaton 
Shona Smith  

 
Questions 

Will (Cambridge): What media channels would you use?  
Shona: Facebook group great but need to use the Page more. Use Twitter. Instagram. 
Improve what is already there.  

Rosie: All year round comms.  
 

Regional Officer for the North and Scotland  
Bethany Cutter  
Danielle Griffin  

 
Questions 
No questions were asked 

 

Regional Officer for the Midlands 
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Ellie Glock 
Grace Thompson  
 

Questions  
No questions were asked 
 

Regional Officer for London 
Sheikh Hassan  

David Zhao  
  
Questions 

No questions were asked 
 

Regional Officer for South West & Wales 
Peter Gillibrand 
Hannah Smith 

 
Questions  

No questions were asked 
 
Regional Officer for the South East  

Lewis Cleminson 
Kieren Kershaw  
 

Questions  
No questions were asked 

 
Chair 
David Ayton 

Orla Hillary  
 
Questions 

No questions were asked 
  

RAG Conference Host Elections  
Every year, RAGs/SUs are invited to bid to host RAG Conference for the following year. This 

year, the potential hosts were:  
 Oxford RAG 

 Southampton RAG 
 
Each were asked to create a proposal and a video to explain how they would run RAG 

Conference. The videos were shown in the AGM. Each team were given an opportunity to give 
a speech.  
 

Questions  
Jonny (Loughborough): What’s the breakdown of prices for charities? 

 
Southampton: Charity £288. Commercial £330. Intending for the prices to go down when 
sponsorship is secured.  
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Oxford: Charity £282. Commercial £324. These are very conservative estimates. All money 
will be spent on developing the conference.  

 
Alexa (FXU): How will you make your RAG Conf. accessible?  

Oxford: Lady Marg. Hall – all rooms are wheelchair accessible. The longest walk is 1.5 

minutes. Charities Fair etc is 10 minute walk away.  

 

Southampton: Newly elected President at SU is a wheelchair user. ‘We have it covered’. 

Whole conference is on campus apart from hall. 2 min bus to halls or 10 mins walk – free bus 

pass 

No name given (SUBU): How will you cater for dietary requirements?   

Southampton: Michelin trained chef. Open and willing to cater for reqs.  

Oxford: Current VP lives in the college. They provide really well. 2 meat and 1 veg option. 

Vegan and other allergies treat very well.  

Tom (GTK RAG): Plans for the evenings?  

Oxford: Awards in Oxford Town Hall and After Party in night club. College bar in the centre. 

Spaces and good selection of drinks. Pub crawl around Oxford. Nights out every night at local 

clubs.  

Southampton: A good night out for under £10. Cocktail bar, bar, and pub on campus. Strong 

connections with local clubs. Lots of options and they’re cheap. Awards either in cricket 

ground or boat ball. Lots of options  

No name given (Goldsmiths): Having been as a charity and a company and a RAG – lots 

come for the Fair. Fluctuated numbers at Fair. Plans to persuade people to go to the Charities 

Fair? 

Southampton: Final arrangements not done but fewer workshops so it’s less intense. More 

spaced out with time to do things in between. Charities fair will be in the SU building.  

Oxford: Don’t want to force but make it appealing as possible. After lunch and at the same 

place as lunch. Other incentives like free drink vouchers and will work with charities to make 

sure they get value for money.  

Brook, (SUBU): Evening entertainment. Any plans for people who don’t drink alcohol?  

Oxford: Haven’t confirmed yet but we have a RAG Casino and would put into programme. 

Every day has a night out or a night in. Film nights, treasure hunts, RAG Casino.  

Southampton: One of committee doesn’t drink. Make sure there’s a balance. Karaoke and 

games in the pub with fairground games. Boat party.  
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Any Other Business 
No AOB from NaSFA or conference floor.  
 

Next meeting  
The next NaSFA AGM will take place in August 2017 at RAG Conference.     

 


